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Start your review of Aiming High - Biography masayoshi Son Is not the best writing, but the great essence! The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. There are unfinished threads and info and quotes are probably not very accurate. The last part feels completely rushed and lacks details. I'm rating 4 stars despite the
above. When you get past that Masayoshi Son is an extraordinary person to learn and learn from. Probably one of the best, if not the best businessman, who can turn to failure success if you look at his song reco Not the best writing, but the great essence! The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. There are unfinished
threads and info and quotes are probably not very accurate. The last part feels completely rushed and lacks details. I'm rating 4 stars despite the above. When you get past that Masayoshi Son is an extraordinary person to learn and learn from. Probably one of the best, if not the best businessman, who can turn to failure success if you
look at his achievements. Was really impressed and actually enjoyed reading. Looking forward to a more complete and better written biography! ... more Great detailed number of Son's life and philosophy Of brilliant vivid descriptions of the Son's humane pursuit of the company's success throughout the book. The translation might be a bit
stiff, but the author's donnish studies and descriptions more than offset such a typical translated volume of Great character, subpar writing. Great character. Horrible resolve, confidence, focus and talent. Subpars in writing. Many useless dialogues and fake quotes. Descriptions superficially and conclusions shallow. Not the best writing,
but worth reading if you're interested in Masayoshi. It was interesting to go through the book. The book can be used as a source of information about D. Son's life, personality, and interests. The author, who is Japanese, seems to have written this to Japanese readers mostly. There are several references to Japanese historical figures that
influenced Mr. Son. Translator may have done a better job of providing more references and a somewhat detailed explanation (at the end) to international readers. There are several real huge achievements o This was interesting to go through the book. The book can be used as a source of information about D. Son's life, personality, and
interests. The author, who is Japanese, seems to have written this to Japanese readers mostly. There are several references to Japanese historical figures that influenced Mr. Son. Translator may have done a better job of providing more references and a somewhat detailed explanation (at the end) to international readers. There are
several real huge achievements of Mr. Son that were not covered in detail. The author is not from the business world, but from the cinema, and it also does not help. Given that many young enthusiasts and young entrepreneurs would like to look for some from Mr. Son, this biography can disappoint them. However, it can still be used to
learn about Mr. Son without another biography currently available to Mr. Son. I wish one day Mr. Son could write an autobiography of himself. Until such a time, the goal high. ... more aside from the fact that this book is just the average translation of its Japanese language and that the Alibaba deal was nowhere mentioned (Softbank was
one of the first investors in Alibaba back in 2000 and in 2018 it remains the largest shareholder with 29.11% shares) and that chronicles events are poorly built; this biography of Masayoshi Son gave me as much inspiration to start a business on his own as soon as possible. The risks that he is willing to accept, ambitionS I wil set aside the
fact that this book is only the average translation of its Japanese language and that the Alibaba deal was nowhere mentioned (Softbank was one of the first investors in Alibaba back in 2000 and in 2018 it remains the largest shareholder with 29.11% shares) and that the chronicle of events is poorly built; this biography of Masayoshi Son
gave me as much inspiration to start a business on his own as soon as possible. The risks that he is willing to take, ambition I will be number one with wide margin, determination and all the hard work since he was a junior student so far can leave such a strong impression on almost anyone. I'm so glad that he overcame his chronic
hepatitis, the world couldn't afford to lose such a person. ... more Page 2 Chairman &amp; CEOMasayoshi SonDate's birth: August 11, 1957Masayoshi Son founded SOFTBANK Corp. Japan (currently SoftBank Group Corp. in 1981) and continued to serve as its Chairman &amp; CEO. He also works as director of Z Holdings Corporation
and as Arm Limited and SoftBank Corp.Sept. Chairman. 1981Founded SOFTBANK Corp. Japan (currently SoftBank Group Corp.), Chairman and CEOJan. 1996Ppresident &amp; CEO, Yahoo Japan Corporation (currently Z Holdings Corporation) Oct 2005Director, Alibaba.com Corporation (currently Alibaba Group Holding Limited) April
2006Chairman from the Board, President &amp; CEO, Vodafone K. (currently SoftBank Corp. June 2015Director, Yahoo Japan Corporation (currently Z Holdings Corporation) (to be presented)Sept. SoftBank Group Corp. (so far) Mar. :11 August 1957; 62 years old (As of June 24, 2020), Founded by SOFTBANK Corp. (currently SoftBank
Group Corp.), Chairman and CEO and Chairman of Yahoo Japan Corporation (currently Z Holdings Corporation), Chairman, President and CEO, Vodafone K.K. (currently Company), President &amp; CEO, Company Chairman, Company Director, Yahoo Japan Corporation Z Holdings Corporation) (submit) Ceo, SoftBank Group
International GK (currently SoftBank Group Japan Corporation) Chairman and CEO, SoftBank Group Corp., Chairman, Company (submit) Representative, SoftBank Group Japan Corporation (lodge) AP Japanese billionaire Masayoshi Son is one impressive guy. But the most impressive thing about the SoftBank CEO is that he's still
Japan's second richest person for years after losing $70 billion of his net worth. You read that correctly. The son was once reported to be worth $78 billion before the dotcom crash. But losing all that money didn't stop him, and under Son's leadership SoftBank's profits have increased in recent years. Now he has his eye on getting a Sprint.
After upping his bid of $21.6 billion, the maverick CEO is on the precipice of winning the company over its other main suitor, Dish.Bloomberg's 55-year-old Bill Gates of Japan at a net worth of $13.8 billion. More: Features Softbank Masayoshi Son Japan It indicates an expandable section or menu, or sometimes previous/next navigation
options. Masayoshi Son, Chief Executive Officer of SoftBank. The Vision Fund – a $100 billion private equity fund that is outspending almost every other player start-up investment – seems to be coming out of nowhere this year. But the company's firebrand leader, Masayoshi Son, an ambitious vision was ordained at birth. You're a
genius, No. 1 in Japan, Son said his father told him as a child, according to a 1987 interview obtained by Bloomberg. You're going to be a big shot. It turned out to be prophetic: The son is now one of the world's richest people. He is using his fortune and his deep connections in the technology industry to back a series of massive
investments designed to secure SoftBank's place in the next century. In the past year alone, SoftBank or Vision Fund has invested, acquired or partnered with WeWork, Arm, Foxconn, Alibaba Cloud and more. More offers, such as the acquisition of Boston Dynamics and Fortress Investment Group, are still in operation. Softbank is now
preparing to invest heavily in Uber, one of the most highly valued private technology companies in the world. This would double the investment in Son's Chinese business by majority owner Didi Chuxing. It would also be another touch point with new Uber CEO Dara Khosrowshahi, a board member of SoftBank-backed Fanatics.Son has
also invested in Grab, a ride-hailing company in Southeast Asia, and Ola, an India ride-hailing giant. (In 2016, graced SoftBank CEO Ming Maa joined Grab.) The son has downplayed the role of his massive foundation. Gold rush, it's just a money thing. It doesn't matter, it's just a process. More importantly, human happiness is more
important. How do we help ourselves, people, become happier? Son said a future investment initiative in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia this year. I'm a super optimist... There is always a solution. At the same time, some entrepreneurs are working instead of walking around to get the Son on board the company, according to Greg Wyler, founder of
satellite technology company OneWeb. Softbank led a massive $1.2 billion round start-up less than a year ago. He has a thematic, deep understanding of technology – what global impact it has on people around the world, how their lives will be changed by technology, Wyler told CNBC. I can't put him in a bucket. Larry Page, Mark
Zuckerberg, they may be similar this way or so. Bill Gates has a certain style. I can't do that with Masai. He is more of this all-seeing person. Pressure is best in Japan stuck with Son, born in the summer of 1957. The son saw his father, a pachinko parlor operator, work especially hard as a man of Korean heritage – an outsider in
Japanese culture. Son said: The David Rubenstein Show, as he was so impressed with a book written by the CEO of McDonald's Japan, he called his assistants at least 60 times long distance. When that didn't work, the Son flew to Tokyo unannounced to set up a meeting. The executive told Son he should get into the computer business,
Son said to Rubenstein. By the age of 19, Son says he had a 50-year business plan and went to college in the U.S. in Berkeley. There, the image of intel microprocessor inspired him to start a software distribution company. From then on, The Son wondered how a personal computer could change the future. And he continued to rumigree
on this issue for 30 years, inventing the attention of SoftBank several times. I lost sleep thinking: Why am I not yet No.1?, Son said in a 1987 interview obtained by Bloomberg - just a few years after his business got off the ground. Every time I explained any business plan or model, Masa's first reaction was to say: David, can it be ten
times bigger? His foresight outlook gave him a reputation as an insightful investor. Everyone expects Mr. Son to take a false step, but he just doesn't seem to make a mistake, said Richard May, an analyst at West LB Securities in Tokyo, told the New York Times in 1995 when SoftBank agreed to buy Ziff-Davis Publishing Company,
publisher of PC Magazine, for $2.1 billion. His positioning in the US market is very clever. Between 1987 and 2001, Son made investments that would launch SoftBank to fame – including Yahoo Japan, Ziff Davis and a possibly then unknown internet company called Alibaba. Now it is worth more than $480 billion. At the Bloomberg Global
Business Forum earlier this year, Son said that he was focused on Alibaba not because of the business model or technology, but because of the fascination and leadership of founder Jack Ma. (In fact, Masa was able to spot both of the two biggest future e-commerce rivals in the world during the 1990s – even if he only successfully
invested in one. The son of pitched Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, who never made a deal, according to Information.Son always brought his great thinking to his investment. David Weiss, a former Alibaba.com, told Reuters in 2014 how he Son of Mr. Ten Times. Every time I explained any business plan or model, Masa's first reaction was to
say: David, can it be ten times bigger? said Wei. In the cases I managed to answer, he asked again: What about ten times more? With the peak of the dotcom boom, Son says he was briefly richer than Bill Gates. When some bum investments, like WebVan, went bust, Son has said his fighting spirit kept him going. Son changed to
become a key player in Japanese telecommunications. The company added its internet service in 2004 and mobile business 2006.In, Son has said that he is driven by gutting for monopolies. SoftBank aggressively carries the top telecommunications player NTT in Japan, increasing internet speeds and lowering prices. When I started
fighting ntt, everyone called me crazy, Son said in 2014, speaking at the Code Conference. We had no experience, no capital, not even technology. I just had the rage. Sometimes anger helps. It is a source of energy. Son's cell phone business roared to life in Japan thanks to a distribution deal for the iPhone 3G in Japan. Son was in the
process of buying Vodaphone's Japanese cell phone business, but had not yet done so. However, he decided to make a gutsy offer to Steve Jobs. I called him and went to him - I brought my little drawing to the iPod, and I gave him a drawing, Son told Charlie Rose in 2014. The work did not want the drawing, but ended up rewarding The
Son's bold move with an exclusive deal. Son then bought most of the shares in Sprint in 2012. [Sprint CEO Marcelo Claure] is a great CEO. He's a fighter, he's a challenger. He likes to be in a situation of struggling from an underdog. His whole life is that. My whole life is that. So I think it's an interesting moment to watch Son told CNBC in
2014. The son is also pushing for a stake in T-Mobile, which has its own boisterous leader John Legere. I greatly admire them, they are maverick. I greatly admire the price distortion, all services, redefining .... what I did in Japan. Son said about T-Mobile 2014, speaking at Transcode's Code conference. (From the beginning of November,
the last round of negotiations has stalled.) If the Japanese and Chinese people can work together, we can make the biggest economic circle in the world. The son has been accused of favoring high-risk, high-return investments before the Vision Fund. When Alibaba became public in 2014, Son defended the company against accusations
that it was a bubble. People may have a different opinion. My opinion is that this is a true Alibaba start. I think the information revolution is just the beginning, Son told CNBC in 2014. It will last for the next hundred years, 200 years. China is still going to grow.... I am very, very optimistic. One former Alibaba employee told Reuters in 2014
that Son came to be as arrogant, even though he appeared modest. But the business worked because Son and Ma both had a streak of crazy in common. May the Son once japanese society topelon, over time he became interested in power around the world. In the future, if the Japanese market and the Chinese market can merge into
one, it can build a larger e-commerce market and surpass the U.S. market, Son told the Wall Street Journal in 2010. We are always talking about the US economic cycle. If the Japanese and Chinese people can work together, we can create the largest economic circle in the world. His son's sudden massive spending spree is due to a
semi-tight inner circle he built through the dunes and downs SoftBank.It reportedly only took 45 minutes for him to score $45 billion in check from saudi arabia's sovereign wealth fund. He also got money from Apple, Qualcomm, Foxconn and Sharp. It's no coincidence – Son has relationships with those companies dating back decades, in
part to his relationship with Steve Jobs. He sold his first company sharp before he had even turned 21.Son's brother, Taizo, is now also reportedly a billionaire of his own rights from his technology companies and investments, but he cites the early days of SoftBank as a life-changing period, according to the Nikkei Asian Review. Taizo told
Nikkei Asia Review he slept in a tent in a SoftBank warehouse where he finally met Yahoo's co-founder, Jerry Yang.OneWeb's Wyler said his relationship with Son, paired with an approximately---dworry due diligence, helped him seal a deal with SoftBank within 8 weeks. We had several of our investors who already had a strong



relationship with Masa, Wyler said. Eight weeks is surprisingly quick to deal with of this size. There was a very high level of speed and integrity where if you say you'll follow through. And that's what binds people to him. People who work with him because of a high level of integrity, feel a high level of personal responsibility. He really is
careful about his relationships and covenants. Start-up Mapbox, supported by Techstars co-founder Brad Feld, got a contribution from the SoftBank Vision Fund this year. It's no surprise that [Mapbox CEO Eric Gundersen] and Masa both have this bold vision. Both have an exceptional way to dream and execute, Feld wrote about the
deal. I am very loyal to my friends at Softbank and would love any chance to work with them. Back in 1997, Softbank Technology Ventures (which became Mobius Venture Capital) was the first VC fund I helped raise. Ron Fisher, Vice President of Softbank, was responsible for watching over us, being one of my favorite people on the
planet, and being an incredible mentor to me. But the intensity of the Son's relationship is also on the dark side. According to one viewer quoted in The Economist in 2015, Son has a habit of becoming intensely accepted by someone only to lose interest later. For example, last year Son seemed ready for retirement, and began publicly
grooming former Googler Nikesh Arora to take over when Son turned 60. But in mid-2016, the Son had a sudden change of heart, and to. I was hoping to hand over the reins to SoftBank for him on my 60th birthday – but I believe my job has not been done. I want to cement SoftBank 2.0, develop Sprint to its true potential and work on a
few more crazy ideas. It will take me to be CEO for at least another five to ten years, wrote Son.Arora told CNBC earlier this year that Son is one of the most genius investors in the world, and he loves him to death. But he also told Fortune that Son has an idea for a minute and tends to get carried away. He's an interesting individual – I
think his risk appetite hasn't changed in 39 years, Arora told CNBC's Jim Cramer on Mad Money. He just goes to things. Still, based on his interactions with Son, satellite CEO Greg Wyler said he has n't seen any reason to doubt Son's commitment. He offers peace, zen, happiness, Wyler said. It's about vision, not rah, rah, let's go fight
dynamic. He's not trying to defeat anything. Just trying to accomplish something. He is very natural and authentic in what he does. Some leaders are driven by the possibility of harming someone else, it is their success, not the success itself. VC driven by the stock price, Masa is indeed a partner. We all keep up with financials and metrics,
but he understands how to grow the company.
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